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Note: The paper is divided into three Sections A, B and C. Notes for each section  

          are given in the section itself. 

 

Section-A 

(Long Answer’s Question) 

 

Answer any 2 question. Each question carries 15 Marks.             2x15=30 
1. What is LINUX operating system? Summarize the features of LINUX operating system 

that have made it such phenomenally successful operating system.  

2. How the LINUX files are organized? Discuss the same with the aid of a diagram that 

depicts the organizational structure. How many types of files are present in LINUX? 

Explain with an example.  

3. What is an editor? Describe the three different modes of vi editor. What is the difference 

between ‘vi’ editor and ‘Pico’ editor? Explain.  

4. Explain the difference between Linux and Unixx in details.  

 
 

Section-B 

(Short Answer’s Question) 

 

 Answer any 4 questions. Each question carries 5 Marks.              4x5 =20 
1. Explain the architecture and structure of LINUX? 
2. Explain LINUX shells, commands and navigation?  
3. What are the different commands by which we can obtain system information?  
4. What is users and groups in LINUX? How will you create them?  
5. What is LINUX kernel? Explain.  
6. Explain the system of different loops used in shell scripting. 
7. What is root directory?  
8. What are the various types of Linux commands?    

 

Section-C 

True/False (Objective Questions  

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 Marks                    10X 1 =10 
1. ‘ps’ command in LINUX generate a list of processes and their attributes.  (True/False) 



2. ‘kill’ command is used to stop process.  
3. Functional dependency is a key concept of multi programming operating system. 
4. Memory management, process management and interprouss communication are the 

different facilities provided by kernel?  
5.  ‘bash’ and ‘ksh’ are only shells of LINUX.  
6. ‘mkfs’ command of LINUX operating system is available in let directory. 
7. LINUX is a single user operating system.  
8. ‘cmp’ command compare two files in LINUX.  
9. The ‘dir’ command of LINUX display all files and directory.  
10. In the LINUX system administration we maintain security, manage disk space and install 

the different devices.  

 
 


